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ABSTRACT

Information Extraction and Visualization
from Internet Documents
By Dai KUSUI,* Kenji TATEISHI* and Toshikazu FUKUSHIMA*

*Internet Systems Research Laboratories
†As the products introduced in this paper are sold for

the domestic market, some sections and figures feature
explanations by the Japanese language.

The Internet displays a large number of Web pages, and many email messages are sent and
received.  Such Internet documents are important information sources in daily life and company

activities.  However, since they are so large and varied it is very difficult to extract useful information for specific
purposes when retrieving them.  Individuals and companies themselves must acquire new added value by
analyzing available Internet documents.  For such purposes, automatic information extraction, analysis, and
visualization technologies are needed.  As concrete examples of such technologies this paper describes two
systems that extract and visualize product reputation information from Internet Web pages and “who knows
what” information from email messages.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Internet displays several billions of Web
pages, and many email messages are sent and re-
ceived. If an average of thirty emails is received every
day, in a year one person will receive more than
10,000 of them.

Internet documents are indispensable information
sources in daily life and company activities. However,
since they are so large and various, it is very difficult
to extract useful information for specific purpose from
them. Individuals and companies themselves must
acquire new added value by analyzing available
Internet documents.

For example, such search engines as Google and
Yahoo are useful for locating desired information
from Web pages. However, they are not necessarily
suitable under the following situations when an indi-
vidual:

· Wants to examine what kind of detail has become a
new topic of global interest.

· Wants to investigate the reputation of a product or
service before purchasing it.

· Wants to examine the reputation of the products of
his own company or competitors.

· Wants to investigate the effects of advertisements
and marketing campaigns, etc.

Email databases can be effectively used not only
for retrieving specific mails as an information source
but also other purposes. For example, useful new
information can be acquired by analyzing relation-
ships during email messages.

· Grasping the thread of email contents quickly by
visualizing the quotation relationship of email
messages.

· Examining who communicates with whom about
what and analyzing the flow of information about a
business.

· Discovering who knows a lot about what kind of
things and who is a key individual for certain
themes.

For such purposes, automatic information extrac-
tion, analysis, and visualization technologies are
needed. As concrete examples of such technologies,
this paper describes two systems. The first extracts
and visualizes product reputation information from
Internet Web pages, and the second extracts and vi-
sualizes “who knows what” information from email
messages.
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2. REPUTATION SEARCH ENGINES

2.1 Importance of Opinions on the Internet
The dramatic spread of the Internet enables us to

deliver our own message to the public and to commu-
nicate with many people. Since the Internet is a spe-
cial space where everyone has the opportunity to
make and disseminate his/her own messages, we can
expect a large amount of diverse opinions. A tool that
is able to collect and analyze these opinions efficiently
can be used for the following purposes.

(1) Pre-Purchasing Product Surveys
Before making purchases, consumers can benefit

from searching for and acquiring other opinions from
Web or Blog sites that discuss many products. How-
ever, general-purpose search engines such as Google
sometimes provide much wrong information unre-
lated to product opinions. According to our research,
when a product name is entered as a keyword into a
general-purpose search engine, the proportion of Web
pages that include opinions in the search results av-
erages only 16%[1]. Therefore, an opinion-specialized
search engine that efficiently collects subjective views
is important.

(2) Market Research
It is important for corporate activities at any step

of product proposal, development, and improvement
to acquire and use feedback from consumers. Re-
cently, questionnaire analysis through the Internet is
becoming popular because the Internet can gather
such data more effectively. However, it is still expen-
sive to collect opinions in fields where products have
short life-cycles or on all products including those of
competitors. Moreover, gathering open answers is
more expensive than closed answers. Therefore, if a
system can gather opinions more cheaply and speed-
ily, we expect that it will be able to replace question-
naire data.

(3) Risk Management for Enterprises
There are many Internet communities such as

BBS or Weblog. Since such communities are often
anonymous, some messages may denigrate enter-
prises. Rapid detection of such harmful information is
needed for risk management. Such Internet mon-
itoring services as Gala (http://gala.jp) and eWatch
(http://www.ewatch.com) regularly watch Web sites
and BBS selected by their clients, informing them of
injurious information on their products as soon as it
is found. However, such services are expensive and
take a long time to produce results since they are

usually performed by humans rather than by soft-
ware. Therefore, if automation can be realized, it will
become a more valuable tool.

In this paper, we describe an opinion-specialized
search engine called “Reputation Search Engine”
(RSE)[2,6] that extracts and classifies opinions from
many kinds of Web sources. RSE has two functions.
One extracts opinions on a specific product from Web
documents. The other classifies extracted opinions
into positives or negatives. Using such functions, RSE
is available for the three purposes described above.

2.2 RSE Examples
Figure 1 shows screenshots of RSE. When a user

gives such keywords as a product name on an initial
Web page, RSE lists Web documents including opin-
ions of the keyword as search results. The opinions
are clipped from the original Web pages, grouped by
URL, and then sorted in the order of opinion-
likeliness scores (See Section 2.3). An icon that repre-
sents positive (smiling) or negative (crying) opinion is
shown at the side of each opinion. Users can
effectively read the clipped opinions and their

Fig. 1 Screenshots of RSE.
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positive/negative icons. In addition, each opinion has
time information, enabling temporal analysis, as
shown in Fig. 2.

For example, the results from Figs. 1 and 2 can be
used in the following way. First, Fig. 2 shows an
example where opinions on a certain product have
been counted for a five-day period. From this chart, it
can be observed that the proportion of negative opin-
ions after the product release date increased drasti-
cally, whereas they used to be low. This observation
means that this product did not meet consumer ex-
pectations. The results of Fig. 1 reflect what consum-
ers have specifically said about the product.

2.3 System Architecture
The RSE consists of the following three modules:

Opinion Extraction Module, Opinion Classification
Module, and Web Documents Collection Module.

2.3.1 Opinion Extraction Module
To develop RSE, we first must clarify our definition

of the term “opinion.”

1) An opinion is composed of an object name and an
evaluative expression.

2) An opinion has a semantic relationship between
the two expressions.

3) An opinion reflects a subjective judgment.

As above defined, RSE extracts opinions using an
evaluative expression dictionary and pattern-
matching rules. This method is often employed in the
field of information extraction, especially in Named
Entity Extraction[3].

First, RSE finds opinion candidates that fulfill the
above first condition. An opinion candidate is a sen-
tence that includes an object name and an evaluative

expression, which indicates either a positive or nega-
tive evaluation of the object name. Evaluative expres-
sions are prepared in advance as a dictionary on a
domain basis. This dictionary is created manually
from Web sites such as ‘Yahoo! Message Boards,’
where opinions on objects are often discussed. Each
evaluative expression in the dictionary is given a
positive or negative label. For example, in computer
domains, “良い (good),” “使いやすい (handy)” and “満
足 (satisfactory)” are used as positive expressions and
“遅い (slow),” “不満 (dissatisfied)” and “悪い (bad)” are
used as negative ones. Similarly, in alcoholic bever-
age domains, “おいしい (delicious),” “良い (good),” “
好き (like)” are positive, “いまいち (unsatisfied),” “悪
い (bad),” and “強すぎる (too strong)” are negative.

RSE next calculates opinion-likeliness scores us-
ing pattern-matching rules that fulfill the above sec-
ond and third conditions. The following shows ex-
amples of opinion candidates, where Mobile777 indi-
cates an object name and “良い (good)” denotes an
evaluative expression.

(a) Mobile777、これは良い !! (Mobile777 is a good
product!)

(b) Mobile777を持っております。ICQを使いたいので
すがどうすれば良いでしょうか？ (I have a Mo-
bile777, and I want to use ICQ on it. What is a
good way to do that?)

(c) Mobile777が良いという人もいるでしょうが ...
(Some say that Mobile777 is a good product, but...)

(d) PCの調子が悪いため、Mobile777を使用しています
が... (Since there is something wrong with my
PC, I’ve used a Mobile777...)

Here, (a) is a correct example, but (b)-(d) are incor-
rect because these sentences do not satisfy the second
condition; (b) does not have a relationship between
the two expressions, and (c) and (d) do not convey
subjective judgments. Opinion-likeliness calculation
gives opinion (a) high scores and opinions (b) to (d)
low scores by using pattern-matching rules. These
rules are learned manually from training examples
(See Reference [2] for detail). Opinion candidates
whose scores are above the threshold are regarded as
opinions.

Evaluation of the opinion extraction method was
conducted in two domains: computers and alcoholic
beverages. The results showed precision of 72% and
84% in the computer and alcoholic beverage domains,
respectively, and 78% overall. In addition, these two
domains revealed the advantage of our method over
an SVM text classification method.

Fig. 2 Examples of temporal analysis.
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2.3.2 Opinion Classification Module
The system classifies opinions by using labels at-

tached to evaluative and negative expressions. The
system first looks up the label of the evaluative ex-
pression and then counts the frequency of negative
expressions located close before and after the evalua-
tive expressions. If the frequency is an even number,
the system classifies the opinion as the label. If it is
an odd number, it classifies the opinion as the reverse
of the label.

In the experiment, we used the grammatically
negative expressions “ない (not or no)” and fixed the
scope for finding negative expressions to 12 bytes
after the evaluative expression. Precision was 87%
(119/137) for the computer domain, 93% (154/166) for
the alcoholic beverage domain, and 90% (273/303) in
total. The overall accuracy was found to be high.

2.3.3 Web Documents Collection Module
RSE collects Web documents in three ways. First,

it gathers them from Web sites selected in advance.
Next, it utilizes the results of general-purpose search
engines in which the system first gathers URLs by
throwing an object name at them and collecting their
Web documents. Finally, using crawlers it checks
message boards that general search engines do not
reach. These crawlers are designed to suit the format
of each message board. Since each crawler is attuned
to the format of a message board, their posted dates
can be added to extracted opinions.

3. EMAIL BASED KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM CALLED “Interaction Viewer”

3.1 Motivation and Problems
The motivation behind this system was the reuse

of business knowledge and expertise possessed by
employees. There are two problems with effectively
reusing knowledge.

(1) Knowledge Extraction, Management and Mainte-
nance Costs

It is necessary to be able to use knowledge with the
usual tools (email and Web browsers). Automatic gen-
eration and update of knowledge bases by log analy-
sis of emails, schedules, room reservation systems
and so on, are important.

(2) Useless Knowledge
Most knowledge is effective only under specific

conditions. The accumulation of knowledge that eas-
ily utilizes “whom should it ask?” is important.

Since this system directly uses email folders as

knowledge or case bases, it is especially advanta-
geous in such busy organizations as high-tech product
customer support organizations. For example, Refer-
ences [4] and [5] state the importance of case-based
reasoning technology in customer support and help
desk services.

3.2 Design Decisions

3.2.1 Model of an Email Message
An email message consists of header and body

sections, as shown in Fig. 3. The header section has
several attributes including a subject, a sender, a
receiver, date, time, and so on. Each attribute is an
index of the email. The body section consists of sev-
eral parts: a quotation part, a sentence part and a
signature part at the end.

There are two types of references. One is inserted
in the header section. The subject often includes “re,”
which indicates that the message is a reply to a previ-
ous email. The in-reply-to and reference attributes
indicate the previous email message’s message-id.
The other reference type includes quotation parts in-
cluded in the email body copied from the previous
email message, which is also an important email in-
dex. The keywords included in the quotation parts
also become indices of the email.

Fig. 3 An email structure.
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3.2.2 Analyzing Email Message Sequences
First, a person generates a new email message

including an initial question with a new subject in the
mail header. The initial question is called the root
question. The replies of subsequent email messages
are called answers. If an answer satisfies the root
question, then the question and the answer email
pair constructs knowledge. An answer email may in-
clude not only a partial answer but also a related
question, such as “what was the status of the device
manager when you encountered the problem?” Such a
question clarifies the root question and is called a
subsequent question. The sequence of subsequent
questions automatically constructs a discrimination
tree.

Figure 4 shows relationships among emails. A
subsequent email sometimes includes a description
that raises a new question related to the root ques-
tion. Subsequent email messages might quote the
new question instead of replying to the root question,
meaning that the main topic has been changed from
the root to the new question. The email starting the
new question can be regarded as a new root question,
although the SUBJECT attribute includes the same
description as the former root question email. It is
difficult for a computer to automatically find such a
topic change in an email list. A system must be made
to comprehend meaning and to handle such topic
changes.

3.3 System Development
Based on the results examined in Section 3.2, we

designed an email-based knowledge management
system called “Interaction Viewer” that has two
modes: email search and “who knows what” search. A
user can visualize the context of email messages in
email search mode and the relationship among users
or among users and topics in “who knows what”
search mode.

3.3.1 Context Visualization
The email search mode loads a list of email mes-

sages. Interaction Viewer analyzes the relationships
among the email messages and displays a tree struc-
ture.

Figure 5 shows the Interaction Viewer screen in
email search mode. A user can search email threads
by specifying keywords or the time period. A new
window opens by selecting the thread of the search
result. The tree structure among email messages is
arranged at the top part of the window. When a sub-
ject is selected, the text in the mail is displayed down-
ward. When the triangle on the side of the subject is
selected, the referential relationships among email
messages can be displayed downward, as shown in
Fig. 6.

Figure 6 uses indentation to show messages with
the email addresses of the senders. The user

Fig. 4 Typical sequence in an email list. Fig. 5 IV screen in email search mode.
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Fig. 6 Visualizing email flows.

Fig. 7 Screen of Human Skills Search.

Fig. 8 Screen of Human’s Relations Search.

understands message contexts through referential re-
lationships.

3.3.2 Who Knows What Knowledge Base
Interaction Viewer generates and automatically

updates the who knows what knowledge base by ana-
lyzing the relationships among email messages. A
user can search “who knows what” for human skills
and “who knows whom” for human relations in the
“who knows what” search mode.

Figure 7 shows the human skills search screen
(“who knows what”) results in “who knows what”
mode. The network visualizes human skills, inter-
ests, and so on. The center of the network is the
searched user, around which there are five topics. The
arrow width between the searched user and topic
shows the number of messages the user sent on the
topic. The topic’s keywords are added to the arrow. A
user can change five search results in sequence.

Figure 8 shows the screen of human relations
search (“who knows whom”) results in “who knows
what” mode. The network visualizes human relation-
ships. The center of the network is the searched user,
around which there are five other users. The arrow
width between the searched and other users shows
the number of messages between the users. Message
keywords between users are added to the arrow. A
user can change five search results in sequence.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described how to acquire new
added value by analyzing such Internet documents as
Web pages and email messages. We introduce two
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systems as concrete examples. The first is a reputa-
tion search engine that extracts and visualizes repu-
tation information from Internet Web pages. The sec-
ond is an email-based knowledge management sys-
tem that extracts and visualizes “who knows what”
information from email messages. We will increase
the number of kinds of targeted Internet documents
and develop more varied analytical methods in the
future.
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